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Knowledge is power! As its name suggests, the promise of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 is to promote better data analytics by giving information workers the right tool to analyze consistent, timely, and reliable data. Empowered with Analysis Services and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform, you are well positioned to solve the perennial problem with data—that there is too much of it and finding the right information is often difficult, if not impossible.


Applied Micrisoft Analysis Services 2005 shows database administrators and developers how to build complete OLAP solutions with Microsoft Analysis Services 2005 and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform. Database administrators will learn how to design and manage sophisticated OLAP cubes that provide rich data analytics and data mining services.

The book gives developers the necessary background to extend UDM with custom programming logic, in the form of MDX expressions, scripts and .NET code. It teaches them how to implement a wide range of reporting applications that integrate with Analysis Services, Reporting Services, and Microsoft Office.

This book doesn't assume any prior experience with OLAP and Microsoft Analysis Services. It is designed as an easy-to-follow guide where each chapter builds upon the previous to implement the components of the innovative Unified Dimensional Model (UDM) in a chronological order. New concepts are introduced with step-by-step instructions and hands-on demos.

What's Inside:

o Design sophisticated UDM models
o Build ETL processes with SSIS
o Implement data mining tasks
o Enrich UDM programmatically with MDX
o Extend UDM with SSAS stored procedures 
o Create rich end-user model 
o Optimize Analysis Services storage and processing 
o Implement dynamic security 
o Build custom OLAP clients 
o Author standard and ad-hoc reports with SSRS 
o Build Office-based BI applications and dashboards 
o and much more
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Reference and Computation: An Essay in Applied Philosophy of Language (Studies in Natural Language Processing)Cambridge University Press, 1990
This book deals with a major problem in the study of language: the problem of reference.  The ease with which we refer to things in conversation is deceptive.  Upon closer scrutiny, it turns out that we hardly ever tell each other explicitly what object we mean, although we expect our interlocutor to discern it.  Amichai Kronfeld provides an answer...
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The Complete Project Management Office Handbook, Second Edition (Esi International Project Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2007
The Complete Project Management Office Handbook, Second Edition identifies the PMO as the essential business integrator of the people, processes, and tools that manage or influence project performance. This book details how the PMO applies professional project management practices and successfully integrates business interests with...
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OS X Mavericks: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		What do you get when you cross a Mac with an iPad? OS X 10.9 Mavericks. Its 200 new features include Mac versions of iPad goodies like Maps, iBooks, and iTunes Radio—but not a single page of instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back, with the expertise and humor that have made this the #1 bestselling Mac book for over 11...
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Software Engineering for Image Processing Systems (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2003

	This book is not intended to be a traditional software engineering text — there are
	many good ones. Instead, it is designed specifically for those involved in image
	processing systems. It provides a modern engineering framework for the specification,
	design, coding, testing, and maintenance of image processing software and...
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Windows Embedded CE 6.0 Fundamentals (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008

	Delve into the fundamental tools and techniques for Windows Embedded CE and get ready to deliver the next innovation in powered devices. Covering the newest version of the technology Windows Embedded CE R2 and led by two embedded-development experts, you ll get both the hands-on instruction and pragmatic reference you need to begin building a...
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Pro Nagios 2.0 (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2006
Who Should Read This Book?
This book is an introductory guide to Nagios 2.0. It presumes no prior knowledge of Nagios
and indeed focuses entirely (with minor digressions) on the current version of Nagios.Itis
designed for system administrators,operations managers,IT managers,and support staff...
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